
 
Citation Growth Corp. Sets to Launch its New State Approved 

Cannabis Brand DIAMANTE Product Line 
 
Citation Growth CEO Howard Misle Interviewed in Cannabis Brightline Magazine 
and by Everett Jolly of Stock Day Media 
 
Las Vegas, Nevada --- (Newsfile Corp. - October 11, 2019) - Citation Growth Corp. (CSE: 
CGRO) (OTCQX: CGOTF) ("Citation" or the "Company"), a licensed cannabis cultivator and 
producer, is pleased to unveil its new premium line of cannabis for both its DIAMANTE and 
SUPERIOR brands.  

Diamante is a premium brand of concentrates.  The Company is cultivating the idea of "Soil to 
Oil" by leveraging the high quality and TRIPLE ORGANIC CERTIFIED organically cultivated 
product from the FIORE Flower brand.  These extracts and specific flavors cater to the discerning 
concentrated cannabis connoisseurs.  
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The new Diamante Brand product line will consist of Diamonds (high TCHa crystalline formations 
with fractionated terpene 'sauce' added), Live Resin (fresh frozen extraction), Sugar Waxes and 
Live Resin Vape Pens. Much of the focus and excitement has been centered on the Diamonds 
and Live Resin that complements the FIORE TRIPLE CERTIFIED flower brand. 
 
The Superior Brand will be an economical brand of concentrated cannabis that will come in Sugar 
Waxes, Batter/Crumble, Shatter and also Vape Pens. 
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Both brands are derived from distillate manufactured from the Company’s cannabis biomass at 
its now fully functional production facility located at North Las Vegas APEX Facility to create the 
'base' of what goes into the Vape Pens.  The difference between the two brands is that Diamante 
will use added Cannabis Derived Terpenes while Superior will use third party terpenes sourced 
from other plant materials (such as lemons, lavender, etc.). 
  
Rahim Mohamed, President of Citation commented, "Getting state approval and launching both 
our Diamante and Superior brands are important milestones for Citation. Our goal has been to 
bring heightened awareness of both our new Company name and now our brands to the cannabis 
world and the investment community." 
 
Citation was recently publicized in the Cannabis Brightline syndication. The exciting article can 
be found on the new Company website at: http://citationgrowth.com/ or online at 
https://mags.cannabisbrightline.com/mag/CBOct2019/#page=92. 

Howard Misle, CEO of Citation, was recently interviewed by Everett Jolly with Stock Day media. 
The radio interview can be listened to by visiting https://audioboom.com/posts/7388761-citation-
growth-corporation-joins-the-stock-day-podcast-to-discuss-their-acquisition-of-acc-group. 
 
About Citation Growth Corp. 
 
Citation Growth Corp. is a publicly traded company that has been investing in the medical and 
recreational cannabis space since 2014. Citation has rapidly expanded its operating portfolio to 
include cultivation, production, and dispensary locations in key North American state-legal 
jurisdictions and is seeking expansion opportunities worldwide. 
 
For Further Information: 
 
Rahim Mohamed, President 
RM@citationgrowth.com 
1-877-438-5448 EXT 718 
 
Paul Searle, Corporate Communications 
1-877-438-5448 EXT 714 
psearle@citygatecap.com 
 
Please stop by and have a look at our new website at www.citationgrowth.com 
 
Stock Exchanges: 
 
Citation trades in Canada, under the ticker symbol "CGRO" on the CSE, and in the U.S., under 
the ticker symbol "CGOTF" on the OTCQX Best Market (the "OTCQX"). The Company also trades 
on other recognized platforms in Europe including Frankfurt, Stuttgart, Tradegate, L & S, Quotnx, 
Dusseldorf, Munich, and Berlin. 
 
Neither the CSE nor its Regulation Services Provider, nor the OTCQX has approved nor 
disapproved the contents of this press release. Neither the CSE, nor the OTCQX accepts 
responsibility for the adequacy or accuracy of this release. 
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Forward-Looking Statements: 
 
This news release contains forward-looking statements that relate to our current expectations and 
views of future events. These statements relate to future events or future performance. Statements 
which are not purely historical are forward-looking statements and include any statements regarding 
beliefs, plans, outlook, expectations or intentions regarding the future including words or phrases such 
as "anticipate", "become", "objective", "may", "will", "might", "should", "could", "can", "intend", "expect", 
"believe", "estimate", "predict", "potential", "plan", "is designed to", "project", "continue", or similar 
expressions suggest future outcomes or the negative thereof or similar variations. Forward-looking 
statements may also include, among other things, statements about the Company's: future business 
strategy; operations and growth strategies; expectations of obtaining licenses and permits; 
expectations regarding expenses, sales and operations; future customer concentration; anticipated 
cash needs and estimates regarding capital requirements and the need for additional financing; ability 
to raise future financing; completion of all proposed site phases; the ability to expand into other states; 
expectations of operational efficiencies; total processing capacity; the ability to anticipate the future 
needs of customers; plans for future products and enhancements of existing products; future growth 
strategy and growth rate; future intellectual property; regulatory approvals and other matters; and 
anticipated trends and challenges in the markets in which the Company may operate. 
 
Such forward-looking statements are subject to known and unknown risks, uncertainties and other 
important factors that may cause the actual results to be materially different from those expressed or 
implied by such forward-looking statements, including but not limited to: business, economic and 
capital market conditions; the ability to manage the Company's operating expenses which may 
adversely affect the Company's financial condition; the Company's ability to remain competitive; 
regulatory uncertainties; market conditions and the demand and pricing for our products; exchange 
rate fluctuations; security threats; the Company's relationships with its customers, distributors and 
business partners; the Company's ability to attract, retain and motivate qualified personnel; industry 
competition; the impact of technology changes on the Company's products and industry; the 
Company's ability to successfully maintain and enforce its intellectual property rights and defend third-
party claims of infringement of their intellectual property rights; the impact of litigation that could 
materially and adversely affect our business; the Company's ability to manage its working capital; and 
the Company's dependence on key personnel. The Company is not a positive cash flow company and 
it may not actually achieve its plans, projections, or expectations (the Company has a history of 
losses). 
 
Except as required by law, the Company undertakes no obligation to update or revise any forward-
looking statements, whether as a result of new information, future event or otherwise, after the date 
on which the statements are made or to reflect the occurrence of unanticipated events. Neither the 
Company nor any of its representatives make any representation or warranty, express or implied, as 
to the accuracy, sufficiency or completeness of the information in this news release.  
 
 


